This is not a franchise offering. A franchise offering can be made by us only in a state if we are first registered, excluded, exempted
or otherwise qualified to offer franchises in that state, and only if we provide you with an appropriate franchise disclosure document.
Follow-up or individualized responses to you that involve either effecting or attempting to effect the sale of a franchise will be made
only if we are first in compliance with state registration requirements or are covered by an applicable state exclusion or exemption.

A Brand Set Apart
At the beginning of 2016, Chocolate Bash introduced itself to Newport
Beach, California with its unexpected deliciousness. With owner and
founder Rasha Albasha boldly leading the brand forward, our company has
taken California by storm with overseas-inspired menu combinations. We
provide entrepreneurs looking for a food franchise the opportunity to get in
on the ground floor of an exciting, new, and easy-to-operate concept that
makes and sells sweet crepes, waffles, fruit salads, Belgian chocolatedipped fruits, hot and cold drinks, and more. With a solid model and steady
practices in place, our brand has been built on a firm foundation and is now
seeking qualified candidates for an enticing franchise offering!

chocolate bash is like no other
The Chocolate Bash atmosphere is fun and family-friendly. The atmosphere
and ambiance, along with the innovative menu and drink list, will ensure
that there is nothing else like it in the franchise marketplace. We have seen
additional rapid growth through the delivery services DoorDash, UberEats,
and GrubHub. The Chocolate Bash brand is beckoning entrepreneurial
hopefuls who want a business with reasonable overhead, affordable startup costs, impressive ROI, and sprawling market applicability.

concepts and facilities
Chocolate Bash relies on an efficient operating system. The menu is a
testament to the imagination of the initial founder, as well as
understanding consumer demand and attentive feedback from direct
customer experience in the current locations in California. The Clover point
of sale system is state of the art and will allow the franchisees to run their
business efficiently while providing valuable data to the Franchisor.
Franchisees will be encouraged to evaluate their options to operate out of a
high foot-traffic in-line store, food hall, airport, or downtown district. In the
franchise, the inventory will be tracked attentively and the store manager
(or franchisee) will have the allowance to create more or less of any
approved product, determined by their local tastes and trends or as
reflected in sales.
Chocolate Bash will actively look for similar unit demographics as a
necessity for a franchisee to reach the full potential of a given market. The
average unit will be 1,200 square feet and should typically be located in an
outside shopping district with plenty of foot traffic and strong anchor
locations.
Chocolate Bash has had the opportunity to be a very strong franchise
operation in the Southwestern United States. Organizationally, the
operation is very tight and the diverse backgrounds of Chocolate Bash
Management and its advisors allow it to focus on the most successful
combination of a premium product, unique menu, great flavors, and
amazing service.

A revolutionary opportunity in
franchising
What else makes Chocolate Bash the go-to franchise option within the
restaurant industry?
Exclusive Territory: Early adopters have the opportunity to obtain exclusive
territory rights for their very own Chocolate Bash. This means you have
exclusive access to a population of around 50,000-100,000 people who we
think will love our food as much as we do. Eventually, Chocolate Bash may
switch to Areas of Primary Responsibility mode.
Customer Loyalty: We believe that our premium menu items and high
standards of customer service is what delivers an experience that beckons
for brand loyalty from our visitors.
Proven Business Model: The Chocolate Bash model has been tested and
tried within its company-owned locations and has seen tremendous
success. We understand exactly what the business needs to flourish within
any location and deliver those resources into the hands of our franchisees.
Multiple Revenue Streams: Not only do we flourish in metropolitan areas
with ample foot traffic, one of our key differentiators is that we offer
delivery that added around 30% to the top-line revenues.
Participation in Site Selection: As a Chocolate Bash franchisee, you are fully
involved in the location selection of your business as well as site selection
services including a lease worksheet, demographic details, and visits to
approve locations.

qualifications
Amazing food complimented by innovative flavor combinations is a highly
sought-after commodity and is the perfect investment for any businessminded candidate. Particularly, Chocolate Bash is seeking individuals with
the following qualifications:
• High energy and excellent customer service standards are the beginning
of a Chocolate Bash candidate’s profile. A high level of credibility, as well as
a commitment to keeping the customer as the first priority, are must-haves
for our candidates.
• Maintaining the company’s culture and creating a family-friendly
environment are important for the success of your franchise.
• We want a person comfortable with face-to-face interaction that
possesses strong sales abilities who will bond with customers and maintain
the loyalty of each Chocolate Bash visitor through authentic conversation,
wonderful service, and passionate dedication.
• Great time and schedule management skills are a must-have for our
franchisees that understands the qualities of their employees. Chocolate
Bash is a bustling, busy establishment that requires excellent oversight of
the timing and scheduling of all moving parts.
• We want individuals who take honesty, integrity, and excellence as
seriously as we do.

• General business know-how will guarantee the successful launch and
operation of your business. You should be able to interpret business and
accounting reports, managing your Chocolate Bash franchise from a point
of understanding.
We need candidates that meet the initial financial requirements in order to
successfully launch their business. Potential franchise buyers should meet
the $194,400 cash requirement to be considered as a potential franchisee.
More details in the chart on the next page.
A person who meets the above qualifications may be a great fit for our
company! We want candidates who believe in the Chocolate Bash brand,
have a love for the premium, exotic sweet treat culture, and who want to
consistently serve delicious, quality food and drinks, all while running a
smooth business operation and delivering amazing customer service.

the numbers
Let’s take a quick look at the investment, fees, and profits you can expect
with a Chocolate Bash franchise:
• Franchise Fee: $35,000
• Royalty Fee: 6% of net sales
• Total Average Initial Investment: $289,700 with a low-end average of
$194,400
More details are found in the chart below:

supported by a team of
professionals
Why should you choose Chocolate Bash as your business venture? We
believe in setting up our franchisees for success at the very beginning and
throughout the life of their Chocolate Bash business. For starters, we work
with you throughout your launch to get you off to the very best start!
A member of the Chocolate Bash field support staff will visit each
franchisee according to the following schedule:
• First/Second Quarter–Weekly/Biweekly
• Third/Fourth Quarter–Monthly
• Beyond–Quarterly
Additionally, we provide the following areas of support:
Operational Support: We provide ongoing training and support in many
areas critical to the success of the franchisee’s business, including unit
operations

and

maintenance,

customer-service

techniques,

product

ordering, suggested pricing guidelines, and administrative procedures.
Marketing Support: Chocolate Bash will coordinate the development of
advertising materials and strategies for all of our franchisees. We will also
supply our franchisees with consumer marketing plans and materials for
use at the local or regional level.
Purchasing Perks: We need to mention that on top of an already affordable
and highly profitable franchise. We will also negotiate quantity discounts
on behalf of all of our franchisees meaning more savings for you!
Other Areas of Support: Chocolate Bash will provide initial oversight for
financial, legal, and accounting elements for its franchisees to discover and
research methods that will enhance unit-level profitability.

the next step
Are you ready to dive in to a dependable, trustworthy, and successful
company with a proven track record? Are you interested in joining a
restaurant brand that has solidified its reputation through innovative
snack combinations and business concept? Join the Chocolate Bash team
today!

contact us
Devin Conner
(312) 415-9581
devin@chocolatebash.com
https://chocolatebash.com/franchise/

